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About This Game

You are a robot in an office building. You have to eat furniture and not get caught. A mysterious story unfolds.

Not The Robots is this year’s most exciting Roguelike Stealth Furniture Eating Simulator. It’s a game with random levels,
permadeath, and the goal of eating furniture - which is also your stealth cover.

A seven-building Campaign Mode of increasingly brutal (and fully procedural) levels

Fearsome machine-gun-equipped patrolling guards to avoid and trick

Spotlights, lasers, bombs, and other traps to sidestep

Tons of crafty gadgets to master

Contains an unlockable sequel to "You Find Yourself In A Room," a previous game from 2DArray

Short/medium/long game modes for play sessions of any size

Mysterious and fully-voiced storyline to gradually explain the game's strange setting
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Controller support

The year's most exciting furniture-eating stealth game!

About 2DArray

2DArray is previously known for web game hits like Company of Myself, Fixation, Fisher-Diver, and Spewer. This is their first
commercial game, supported by tinyBuild GAMES.

Follow @2DArray

About tinyBuild GAMES

tinyBuild GAMES is an indie game development and publishing company. No Time To Explain is their first game. It came out
of a successful Kickstarter and Greenlight adventure. They're currently working on a bunch of games:

 Co-developing SpeedRunners -- currently in Early Access on Steam

 Working with 3rd party devs on games like Not the Robots (live on Steam)

 Preparing to release Fearless Fantasy and other unannounced titles

 Unannounced super-secret in-house game

Follow @tinyBuild
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This game has a lot of potential, as of right now its very basic but you can have some fun for a little bit. Id say for the price it is
worth it.

Hopefully future updates bring more things because im unsure what the yellow and blue coins do right now lol. Not like any
NES games I played or really a puzzle game. Its very short taking me 39 mins and very easy but there are worse games for more
money.. Darn Good Story~
Adorable Characters~
Pretty neat soundtrack~ (CD when?)
Very interesting setting~

If you're interested, give it a shot~

'nuff said.. 9\/10: As allways, nice artwork, music and storytelling. Really new kind of riddles, *me like*.

Would be perfect, if achievements were also on steam.. I can't select these costumes in tournament mode for some reason. I
can't find any info about it either. Kinda annoying.
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One of my favorite VR games so far. Self recorded sound effects and voices, fun gameplay. Quirky!. It's a bit rubbish, to be
honest.

The scenery feels quite false. It's lacking detail. The cab is majorly lacking detail. There's no mechanism by which the driver
can get in and out, for a start - there are no doors, functional or otherwise.

The gameplay is very lacking indeed. Press a button to go from one end to the other, nothing else required.

There is a tutorial scenario, but it's broken - text flashes up too briefly before it disappears again (and I'm a fast reader) and then
one of the tutorial steps simply never appears, leaving you to work out what to do. Not that this makes any difference, it's so
easy.

I managed to run the maglev off the end of the track, in a scenario, which shouldn't be possible. Also entertaining running a
HST and a push trolley on the track - accepts it just fine. Kudos to the first person who gets the maglev consist running on any
other track!!!

But these are silly side games - necessary because this is such a boring and visually native add-on.. A really good platforming
game with a twist. You are introduced to many fun mechanics in this atmospheric platformer. Athough it doesn't have a
thorough story or tutorial, the gameplay and design is amazing. This game doesn't need a story to back itself up and the
mechanics introduced to you are pretty self-explanitory after a death or two. Also, the soundtrack is awesome, too bad there isn't
a soundtrack you can buy. Totally worth the price, especially for 1.99.10\/10. This is a near perfect game, for the right audience.

The clear passion and talent of the developers shown in this game is worth the purchase alone.. Considering this game was
released March 2013 I dont see how they can justify the price of \u00a339.99, despite the updates this game has recived (even
though they were quite spaced out), there are still many flaws and odd bugs that will crop up during gameplay.

If your into political \/ management games then its quite fun but dont even think about attacking anyone as your country will
automatically hate you and you will lose the game.

The game still feels unpolished and slow especially when having played a country for 3+ years and as I said odd bugs will creep
up like France having 99% of the worlds GDP?

This game does have it charms, I like playing as Equatorial New Guinea and trying to claim Africa but the games forces me to
stop and start from scratch, It is fun when its working properly but those moments come rarely.

Wait for this to come cheaper, 75% off before you buy then try it. Otherwise just give it a miss, which is a real shame as I love
these kinds of games. I got my fingers crossed for Supreme Ruler 1936 to be nice and polished for release this spring.. slightly
less ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Gravity Badgers. Looks like an interesting game. However, it doesn't run correctly on my computer (MacOS
10.13.6). The menubar flashes to the point where the game is unplayable. I visited the Daedalic website as directed on the
community hub, but did not even find a choice there for "Leaves". So I regret that I must report a very negative experience with
this game, sorry.. Almost to the end of the first episode and I am enjoying it over all. Its a game that can use alot of work on the
interface side but I felt it was worth a little work getting use to it. You are thrown into scenes that each are very different.
Spacey man real far out. I look forward to what is to come.. This is a great little puzzle/exploration game. It should only take
about 1-2 hours on the first run through. You're dropped into the game with no instruction on how to play, but that's one of the
things that make it fun - the discovery. The music has a mellow synth vibe that goes well with the retro strangeness in which you
find yourself. It seems like it would make a fairly decent (and trippy) VR game.

Well worth the time and I was glad to get it in the Yogcast Jingle Jam 2016 bundle from Humble Bundle.. I have a real soft spot
for Ghost Blade. Despite its obvious borrowing from dodonpachi I still think its one of the best modern 2D shooters ever made.

Great player ship designs & great enemey ship designs. Its bright fast and has a brilliant soundtrack. The bullets patterns and
enemey waves are fast and tough.

My impressions of the steam version so far are great, no issues so far. Although there are a few Cave shooters now on steam I
would have to say this easily fits into the top 3 2D shooters curently available on steam.
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If you like 2D shooters this is seriously a no brainer. Buy it!
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